Always wear gloves and use clean dressings. Shave the hair around the wound. Clean the wound with warm water and gently remove any scabs. Dab carefully to dry. Shake before use. Close the wound if necessary, then lightly spray with LUCAA+ Pet Dermo Care. Apply a bandage if required. Use twice daily until wound shows signs of healing, then reduce to once daily. Always consult a vet if in doubt or symptoms persist.

LUCAA+ Pet Dermo Care promotes healthy wound healing by reducing inflammation and the risk of bacterial infection. The spray is enriched with beneficial probiotic 'good' bacteria, naturally sourced from plants. These helpful probiotics thoroughly and gently clean in and around the wound at a microbial level. They work in a safe and mechanical way to inhibit and replace potentially harmful pathogenic bacteria. This ensures there is no further pathogenic activity in the wound, which helps reduce antibiotic requirements.

Increases Skin’s Natural Resistance to Infection

Staphylococci bacteria occur naturally on skin around the nose, ears and anus. They do not inherently damage healthy skin providing they stay outside of the body. If they find a way in via wounds or eczema, they can cause serious infections, including MRSA.

LUCAA+ Pet Dermo Care increases the skin’s natural resistance in and around wounds. This reduces the risk of these potentially dangerous external bacteria entering the body and causing infection. It is shown to remove up to 99% of MRSA bacteria and can help reduce antibiotic requirements.

INSTRUCTIONS

Always wear gloves and use clean dressings. Shave the hair around the wound. Clean the wound with warm water and gently remove any scabs. Dab carefully to dry. Shake before use. Close the wound if necessary, then lightly spray with LUCAA+ Pet Dermo Care. Apply a bandage if required. Use twice daily until wound shows signs of healing, then reduce to once daily.

Always consult a vet if in doubt or symptoms persist.

RECOMMENDATIONS

- Do not use with products that may change effectiveness including anti-bacterial products and topical antibiotics.
- Avoid contact with eyes.
- Store in a dry place 10°C - 35°C.
- Keep out of the reach of children.
- Not a medicine or medical device.

COMPOSITION

- Water
- Plant-Based Probiotic Bacteria (Auto Active Microorganisms)
- Anionic Surfactants
- pH Stabiliser

ASK ABOUT THE RANGE!

- Pushes back and replaces harmful bacteria.
- Does not cause antimicrobial Resistance.
- Vegan with no harmful chemicals.

LUCAA+ DERMO CARE SPRAY

PROBIOTIC CARE AND HYGIENE FOR PETS

Promotes Healthy, Natural Wound Healing

Spray - 100ml
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